This is the first fully documented history of Ireland and the Irish between the fourth and ninth centuries AD, from Saint Patrick to the Vikings – the earliest period for which historical records are available.

It opens with the Irish raids and settlements in Britain, and the conversion of Ireland to Christianity. It ends as Viking attacks on Ireland accelerated in the second quarter of the ninth century. The book takes account of the Irish both at home and abroad, including the Irish in northern Britain, in England and on the continent. Two principal thematic strands are the connection between the early Irish Church and its neighbours, and the rise of the Uí Néill and the kingship of Tara.
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A note on pronunciation

There is no room here for a full discussion of the pronunciation of early Irish names, but some important points can be covered. (For further guidance, see P. Russell, An Introduction to the Celtic Languages, London, 1995, pp. 223–7.)

Normally, Irish words were stressed on the first syllable. Towards the end of the period covered by this book this initial stress caused vowels in other syllables to be reduced to the ‘murmur vowel’ (as in the second syllable of English father). This did not, however, affect long vowels, normally denoted in Old Irish by an acute accent (a long a is thus á). The main difficulty, however, is with the consonants. Most consonants have two values, mainly depending on whether they are initial or not. So, for example, deorad ‘foreigner, alien’ has two ds, one initial, the other final. The initial d is pronounced as d, but the final one as ð (th as in ‘thc’). Similarly, an initial m is pronounced as an m, but a non-initial one (unless doubled) is a v. A different duality is found with c and t: when non-initial they were pronounced g and d. These principles of early Irish spelling can be illustrated by a name which recurs frequently in this book, Adomnán, and by two words, tét, ‘(harp-)string’, and éc, ‘death’. These were pronounced approximately:

aðóvnān, with the stress marked on the initial a. (For the pronunciation of the a see the end of this note.)

Later the o in the second syllable was reduced to a murmur vowel, represented by an upside-down e. Hence:

aðóvnān

The other two were:

tēd, ég (tēd was pronounced approximately as in northern English ‘made’)

It may be noted, first, that the short o in the first syllable of Adomnán or Cathal was normally pronounced further back in the mouth than a
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standard English a (to get an approximately correct pronunciation shorten the long a in ‘father’) and, secondly, an s before an e or an i may well have been pronounced as a š: hence Caisel = Cashel.

Another difficulty with consonants is that, as in Russian, they may be either ‘palatal’ or ‘neutral’ (‘slender’ or ‘broad’). This complication will largely be ignored here for simplicity’s sake; where it is shown, this will be by a superscript i, which indicates that the adjacent consonant is pronounced in the way it would naturally sound before an i or y. Thus English ‘key’ has a palatal k, while ‘cap’ does not. The use of the accent over a diphthong, such as aí (approximately English ‘aye’), is to distinguish it from a followed by the ‘glide vowel’ signifying that the adjacent consonant is palatal.

In the following suggested pronunciations of some common early Irish names x stands for the ch in loch; γ stands for its voiced counterpart, as in German Tage; θ stands for the th in ‘thin’, to be distinguished from θ standing for the th in ‘the’; all the names are pronounced with the stress on the first syllable:

Áed          aid (approximately to rhyme with ‘hythe’)
Áedán or Aidán  aídán (but anglicised as Aidan), where ã rhymes with Khan
Báetán         baidán
Brega          breγa
Cathal         caθal  (later th came to be pronounced k, and this pronunciation is common)
Colmán         colmán
Congal         congαl
Domnall        dornαll
Donnchad       ðornxαð
Éogan          eγαn (but later, in Middle Irish, Óogan changed to Óogan, and later still the E was dropped and the γ came to be pronounced ι; hence this name is commonly pronounced oυαν, to rhyme with ‘low un’)
Flaithbertach  flaθvαrtax
Loegaire       loiγare
Mide           miðe (anglicised as Meath = miθ)
Muirchertach  murxαrtax
Muirchú       muriχu
Murchad        muriχαð
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Óengus  oinγ̓us
Suibne  suvne (the later pronunciation is anglicised as Sweeney)
Tadg  taðg (often pronounced ‘taig’)

In the names of kindreds (including royal dynasties), it is customary to use a relatively modern pronunciation for Úi ‘descendants’:

Úi Néill  🌨 nɛl̝(the l̝ is ‘slender’ or ‘palatal’)
Úi causes the following letter to have its ‘internal’ value:
Úi Dúnlainge  崧  dúnlaŋe
Úi elides a following F and changes S to h (this is shown by a superscript dot):
Úi Fæcláin  .VarCharáil̝á̄n̝.
A note on the Chronicle of Ireland

The ‘Chronicle of Ireland’ is a handy term for the parent-text lying behind the extant annals up to AD 911, in very much the same way as one Alfredian text of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle lies behind extant copies. It is believed that up to c. 740 this single source was written on Iona; from then until 911 it was continued at a monastery in the Irish midlands, probably in Brega. From 911 the text represented by the main hand of the Annals of Ulster was continued at Armagh until the break in the text in the twelfth century, but other annals derive from a continuation written at Clonmacnois. Hence, for the period before 911, if the Annals of Ulster agree with any of the Clonmacnois group of annals, one can be reasonably certain that the entry in question derives from the Chronicle of Ireland. However, it is very likely for other reasons that many other entries, now preserved only in one branch of the tradition, also go back to the Chronicle of Ireland.